NOVICE JUMPERS WIN BETTING SYSTEM
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INTRODUCTION
I am not sure where this system originated from but it was relayed to me by a
friend who has been involved in horse race betting for more years that I can
remember and what he does not on the subject know is probably irrelevant!
The system concentrates on finding winners in the horses which are just
starting out on their National Hunt careers and where they can take
advantage of the racing regulations even though they may have tasted
success already.
For the purposes of explaining the system I will use information from the free
pages of the Racing Post website but other sites will offer similar data if you
prefer to use them. The main question you need to consider if you do this is
whether the tissue prices quoted on the other sites are as reliable as those of
the acknowledged market leader – the Racing Post.

THE SYSTEM
1

Go to the Racing Post and look at the day’s cards

2

Find any UK jumps meetings and expand the display to show the
race summary detail

3
Check to see if any race is either
a) Novice Hurdle
b) Novice Chase
4) Only non handicap races qualify
5) Check the Forecast (tissue) prices and establish if there is a sole
favourite
6) If there is a sole tissue favourite check that horses form for the last 2
races. It must
a) Have won its last race
b) Won or been placed in second to last race

7) If a qualifying selection is found it should be backed to win so long as it
starts as Industry Favourite
STAKING
A 100 point starting bank is recommended for this system
Qualifying selections should be backed to win with 1 point level stakes.

RESULTS
An extract from the results which I have run since June 2014 is shown below.
The full results may be downloaded here.

A 69 point profit has been achieved at an ROI of 8.47% which is on the lower
end of the scale but with a 55.25% strike rate the risk is relatively low (and
experienced punters may consider a more aggressive staking plan would be
suitable). A conservative option to add to a portfolio.
Any questions on the system should be addressed to
peter@bestbettingreview.com

Disclaimer
Please make sure you read this disclaimer all the way through and contact
us if there is anything you don't understand before you use the contents of
this guide.
We always recommend that you check any exchange service terms and
conditions before you use them.
Our products are for educational, informational and entertainment purposes
ONLY.
Betting always involves a level of risk and you should never bet more than
you can afford to lose.
No guarantees are given as to the amount you will make from betting, any
examples or testimonials should be treated as extreme examples.
In no event shall total liability by this site exceed the amount you have paid
to access the site and information therein, any liability from following any
information given is completely waived by this site, and you accept and
understand that you follow it completely at your own risk.
Gambling can become an addiction that can cause great harm if not
controlled. We remind you that you should only ever bet with an amount of
money that you can afford to lose. For help with regard to a gambling
addiction, or more information on the subject please visit
www.gamcare.org.uk

